
Creatures D6 / Specimen A (Zillo Beast (clone))

Name: Specimen A

Species: Zillo Beast (clone)

Eye color: Green

Skin color: Brown

Scale: Character-Starfighter

DEXTERITY: 2D+1

        Brawling Parry 4D+1

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Search 3D+1

STRENGTH: 3D  

        Brawling 6D+2, Climbing/Jumping 6D

  

Special Abilities:

        Energy Growth: When Specimen A feeds on energy, from a vessels cabling, and energy plant or

other source, it can grow 1 or more scale size depending on the level of energy consumed. This

supercharges it's growth and within moments it gets far more massive and resistant to damage.

Specimen A starts at Character Scale, and is not much more massive than a human, but can grow to full

Zillo Beast size, and Starfighter Scale.

        Three arms: The Zillo Beast has three arms, the third in the center of its back, the extra limb allows

the Zillo Beast to attack more often, gaining a free attack each round.

        Spiked tail: Directly below its third arm, the Zillo Beast has a tail which can be used in combat to

attack doing Str +3D Damage.

        Impenetrable hide: The Zillo Beast has almost impenetrable skin, adding 6D to resist damage,

allowing it to resist damage from even Capital Ships. However, if the skin between its scales is targeted

then this bonus does not come into effect.

Move: {changes as Specimen A grows to larger scales}

                Character Scale; 15

                Speeder Scale; 20

                Walker Scale; 25

                Starfighter Scale; 30

Description: "Specimen A" was a cloned Zillo Beast that broke free from its captivity and wreaked havoc

on the planet Silla around 19 BBY. The beast was held in an Imperial research transport before it got

loose and ate the crew, causing the vessel to crash.

Biography

Around 19 BBY, Specimen A was held in a transport and was originally planned to be sent to a facility in

Mount Tantiss, on the planet Weyland. Due to an unforeseen incident, the Zillo Beast escaped its



captivity and ate the crew aboard. The event caused the transport to crash on the nearby forest planet of

Silla.

The beast was discovered in a juvenile form by Clone Force 99 when they went to explore the wreckage

of the ship. The beast consumed the energy of the transport and grew larger shortly before escaping and

making its way toward the solar farm of a nearby village. The Zillo Beast quickly consumed even more

energy from the farm until it grew to a much larger size. Imperial forces then came to retrieve the giant

beast and detained all villagers who bore witness to it, but were unable to capture the elite squad of

clones. Specimen A was soon sent back to its original destination for further unknown purposes. 
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